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LETTER
Dear Friends,
As I write this, there is ice outside but I can feel spring
approaching! Surely it must. The winter has posed
challenges for CPL. Our training center is an old barn
that can’t be heated adequately; consequently we’ve
had to rent space from a local church to hold training
activities for dogs, graduates, and applicants. As
temperatures hit record lows, there were burst pipes
to deal with. Without adequate water or heat, we had
an emergency need to evacuate all 28 dogs from the
kennel until repairs could be made.

from the Executive Director
Executive Director
and Founder,
Darlene Sullivan and
her service dog Cal.

For many other organizations, a task of such
magnitude would have been daunting. At CPL,
a quick email to our volunteers and staff had the
kennel quickly cleared of dogs who got to spend
several days in warm loving homes while we made
repairs. So while the circumstances might all sound
a bit depressing – we’ve had a WONDERFUL winter!
Why? Because, as always, the CPL community of
volunteers, graduates, donors, and staff all jumped
in (as they always do) to help!
Whenever anyone asks me what makes CPL special,
different, the best – I always answer that it’s “our people.”
One of our Core Values is “community.” It is what I
cherish about CPL and it is what makes me glow with
pride when I think of how fortunate we are. Countless
times each day, I see our community working to make
our mission a reality. We are changing lives each and
every day.
CPL is a community, a family, a group of people
committed to helping people through the amazing
resource – dogs! We are grateful to you for being a
part of the CPL community.
Think spring!

Darlene and Cal (the amazing service dog who
wants to once again romp in the freshly cut grass)
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THE CPL TIES
THAT BIND
When CPL dogs are ready for graduation
at approximately two years of age, they
will have interacted successfully with
hundreds if not thousands of members in
any given community. For a dog in training,

For generations of CPL graduates, Susann Guy, (Chief Operating

A Community for Life

Officer) has been the face and voice of the front desk, welcoming

For a visitor, walking through the doors of CPL is a warm and

worry with wry humor. As with many employees, Sue’s nearly

welcoming experience. Most offices have at least one CPL

20 year involvement with the CPL community has most definitely

service dog-in-training stretched out on a dog bed (part of their

been a family affair. From the beginning she involved her entire

training process is learning to be relaxed and comfortable in an

family with various CPL functions and activities; first as volunteer

office environment). Taz, the office cat (feline training assistant),

puppy raisers and then by adopting an older retired service dog.

can often be seen moving from room to room in an attempt to

Her daughters started out as teenage volunteers in a wide variety

rile up the canines. Beautifully trained in restraint, they rarely pay

of roles. Now, as a young woman starting her professional

him any attention.

career, family member, Tonya Guy, is the Education and

For staff members, working at CPL is exceptionally rewarding.

Demonstration Coordinator for CPL.

CPL provides a chance to experience a work day helping people

When people join the CPL community they tend to join for life.

with disabilities find greater independence. In a busy, often

The mission draws us in and the work for that mission – whether

technology saturated world, it is special to find a career that

as a staff member or volunteer, keeps them committed.

newcomers, answering questions and dispelling new arrivals’

this kind of interaction is vital to their

enables you to literally change lives through your personal efforts.

preparation and confidence. CPL dogs have

Those are the main reasons that Megan Esherick (Program

become a part of a myriad of communities:
elementary schools, college campuses,
work places, churches and so many more.
It literally does take a village, and it’s this
4

The CPL Staff

Director) came to CPL. She had extensive experience training
dogs for people with visual disabilities, but she wanted the
challenge of developing more advanced and varied training

The CPL Volunteer
Community
Roots Growing Deeper with Time

confluence of people and organizations that

regimens. For the 16 years she has been at CPL, Megan has

enable us to do the work that we do. We

been able to advance training methods for CPL service dogs,

wanted to take a closer look at just a few

standardize the quality of their skill sets, and supervise an

of the ways that community is a vital part

organizational commitment to quality. She also oversees Team

of the mission at CPL.

Training which is offered twice annually to new service dog

One of our volunteers who recently joined the CPL Board

teams. It is an intensive three-week session which prepares CPL

of Directors is Janet Cooper. For years, Janet has been a

program participants for life with a CPL service dog, providing

temporary home for a number of CPL service dogs in training.

a solid foundation for an effective and rewarding partnership.

When a dog’s regular handler is away on vacation or otherwise

For Megan, one of the most important aspects of the CPL

unavailable, Janet often provides assistance with training,

experience is the follow-up program which provides support,

socialization, and of course playtime.

encouragement and training for the lifetime of the partnership.

CPL is fortunate to have hundreds of volunteers who assist
with work here on campus, and raising CPL dogs in their
own communities.

As an employee of West Pharmaceutical Services in Exton, PA.,
Janet also provides support to other West employees who
are raising and training service dog puppies for CPL. Janet
has involved her co-workers, encouraging them to volunteer
their efforts and has been instrumental in creating a strong
connection between the West and CPL communities.
Irving Gerber discovered CPL many years ago through his
decades of work at United Parcel Service, where he helped
facilitate the company’s charitable donations. Although Irving’s
role at CPL has also grown into that of Board Member and

Samantha and Stephen
Sue Guy and Caesar

visible community advocate, he still visits CPL every Wednesday
from his Main Line home to help bathe, groom and walk CPL dogs.
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Volunteer meeting
with Darlene

I explained that I can’t leave my yard, she told me that she’d
give me her phone number.

counsel and mentor. Samantha was recently partnered with

Wallace is a bridge. Of course he’s gorgeous, and sometimes
people just say, “Beautiful dog.” Here’s the best thing: since
we returned, the helmet jokes have disappeared. I’m used
to one every time I go out, so it’s obvious that the public is
focusing more on Wallace than on my helmet, which is a huge
relief. And this is only one of so many benefits I’d never even
considered with the addition of a service dog.

She shares her experience.

That’s how much Wallace enhances my life. His service and
love go far beyond my main goal of getting a service dog.
I’m looking out at this horrible blizzard, and it’s frightening. But
Wallace is with me, and the difference it makes is enormous. Every
single day I’m grateful for having been chosen as a recipient.
It’s such an honor to be one of so many who need service dogs.

Irving finds time for every dog each week, and upon hearing his

They find that the previous uncertainties now become exciting

voice, his canine friends can be heard barking a happy hello.

challenges. This confidence and hope helps to reconnect our

Through their tremendous work with CPL, both Irving and Janet

graduates to their lives and to the lives of others.

exemplify the many volunteers who continue to learn and grow

For Jackie, a 2014 CPL graduate living alone in New Hampshire,

with the organization. For many of our wonderful volunteers, their

isolation could have easily destroyed her life. Jackie, however,

role at CPL is a journey that continues to evolve.

chose a different path and came to CPL to meet Wallace.
Her canine partner is helping her build a community of her
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Jackie and Wallace
Canine Partners Helping Their Human
Partners Find Community
For many of CPL’s applicants, a sense of community has
been missing from their lives. Other than immediate family and
perhaps a few close friends, they often tell us that they feel very
alone. The challenges which come from dealing with a disability
can cause one to withdraw from the world around them and
many have simply stopped venturing into their communities.
This is especially saddening when we hear this from teenagers
and young people who should be active and discovering life
through experience.
While we often talk about service dogs “opening doors”
literally, most people don’t realize that having a service dog
partner present in every part of a person’s life, opens social
and emotional doors also. Suddenly the public doesn’t see
the disability; they see an inspiring person (who is taking on
challenges with a dog to help them). New graduates find that
they are willing to go out into their communities, to participate
more actively in life, now that they have a canine partner.

very own and we wanted to share their story.

We are in the throes of one of the biggest blizzards we’ve
had in a while. I’m a native New Englander, and it’s no big deal.
But a smaller storm the other day proved to be one of the most
poignant experiences I’ve had in the neighborhood in which
I’ve lived for 26 years.
For more than seven years, I’ve worn my helmet. It’s an
isolating safety device because people are uncomfortable with
it. They don’t know what to do about it, nor do they know what
to say. If they say something, it’s usually insensitive, even if
they think it’s a joke. They don’t understand that there’s no
such thing as a funny helmet joke.
I was shoveling. A woman walked by with her dog, and when
I turned around, I noticed she’d waved. The next thing I knew,
she was back with a shovel, and I’m crying as I write this. She
offered to help me shovel the rest of my driveway. I told her it
wasn’t necessary, but she wanted to. I was tired by that time,
so I accepted, with profound gratitude. We shoveled for about
ten minutes, and it was done.
It was Wallace. It was my Mr. Wallace. He connected me to
another human being who had the courage to come into my
yard. I hope I’m conveying how profound this is. She’s been in
the neighborhood for 5 years, but we just met on Sunday. She
offered all kinds of help and told me where she lives. When

Samantha and Stephen
The CPL Graduate Community is
there for a Lifetime
Canine Partners for Life is celebrating its 25th birthday this
summer. As the organization continues to grow and thrive so
does its community. There have been many transitions among
our graduates and a growing number of them are now considering
the retirement of their current dogs and the subsequent
application for a new service dog. As ‘successor applicants’
they are considered priority placements due to their immediate
need for a canine partner.
For most graduates the decision to retire their partner is very
difficult. The relationship is so strong and intuitive that it’s like
losing a part of yourself to leave a beloved retired service dog
behind at home. It is a delicate and emotional transition, but the
CPL staff, volunteers and graduate colleagues are eager to help,

Stephen following the painful decision to retire her dog Ivy.

In June of 2014 I found myself at the CPL campus starting
training with a handsome yellow Labrador named Stephen. This
wasn’t my first time going through team training. I applied in the
spring of 2003 and the following March I was matched with a
beautiful black Labrador named Ivy. After 10 years of working,
Ivy was ready to retire. I chose to go back to CPL because of how
good my experience was with Ivy. I knew they not only understood
my disability but also how I use Ivy’s skills to assist me.
Having a successor dog is both harder and easier than I
thought. My biggest worry was Ivy and Stephen getting along.
To my relief, they coexist wonderfully together. Ivy was used to
being an only child and always with me. She was not a happy
Lab when Stephen got to retrieve something or be on the bed
with me. I ended up with a lot of miscellaneous items on my
lap from Ivy when I asked Stephen to do something. We gave
her own tasks so she would still feel included and earn treats.
My dogs are polar opposites when it comes to personality. Ivy
is very serious and high energy and Stephen is more laid back.
After 10 years with Ivy I have become accustomed to training
her in a way that plays to her strengths. I have to unlearn these
habits to help Stephen succeed in his role as my service dog.
Aside from the physical assistance he provides, having
Stephen is my constant companion. I was afraid my connection to
Stephen would not be as strong as Ivy and I have. Ten years
of partnership and love result in unbreakable bonds. I am happy
to say that Stephen occupies a space in my heart. He makes
me laugh with his antics and cuddles with me when it’s needed.
I honestly couldn’t imagine my life without either of my dogs.
Having Ivy changed my life so much in a positive way and
Stephen has only added to that. Both of my dogs have given
me a new found sense of independence. I know with the
support of CPL trainers and staff, and my fellow recipients,
we can accomplish anything we put our minds to. n

The Veterinary Community

Providing Crucial Support for our programs
We have many wonderful veterinary clinics in Pennsylvania and neighboring states who give generously of their
time and talent to underwrite the care for CPL dogs. (Please see our list of Veterinary Sponsors on page 19.)
Despite this generosity, veterinary costs still constituent a significant portion of the CPL budget – over $150,000
in 2014. A terrific way to help CPL is to thank our sponsors if you happen to take your pets to one of these clinics.
Don’t see your clinic on the list? We would be grateful if our readers would help us spread the word!
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DIABETES ALERT
John and Sheeba

update

W

C E L E B R AT E

e are proud to announce
that our first Diabetes Alert
dog team has graduated

and the two have been successfully
working together for several months now!
John and Sheeba graduated last summer,
and our trainers have had frequent
follow-up communication and sessions
in scent training, which is the basis for
the Diabetes alert. This ongoing training
is critical as we continue our research to
further refine this program.
As we develop our Diabetes Alert program,
CPL trainers are continually examining dog

YEARS OF CHANGING LIVES.

behavior, attending classes and working
with other professionals to develop the
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most effective training methods. CPL staff and volunteers also attend

Applicant Requirements
n

n

n

H
 ave a diagnosis of Type 1 diabetes
which is well controlled

to grow, we expect to make a few changes to best meet the needs of
our applicants/graduates and to ensure successful placements.
We recently changed a few of the applicant requirements for the

A
 re over the age of 16

to the left. If you have any questions or are interested in applying for the

L
 ive within 100 miles of Cochranville, PA

n

M
 ust have at least 2-4 episodes of
low blood sugar monthly without
warning or awareness

n

medical professionals and potential applicants. As the program continues

A
 re compliant to prescribed medications
and testing protocols

n

n

diabetes related events to share the program and receive feedback from

A
 re willing and able to participate
regularly in the training sessions to
be held in Cochranville, PA during
business hours
A
 re willing to commit to a full-time service
dog partnership, utilizing their dog 24
hours a day, seven days a week

CPL’s 25th Anniversary Gala
SATURDAY, APRIL 11, 2015
Winterthur Museum and Country Estate
5105 Kennett Pike
Wilmington, DE 19735

diabetes alert pilot program – the most current requirements are listed
program, please visit our website for an application or contact us
at info@k94life.org. n

GALA SPONSORSHIP RECEPTION
Sponsor Reception in the Museum at six o’clock
VIP transportation provided from the Visitor’s Center

MAIN EVENT
John and Sheeba

Cocktail Reception in the Visitor’s Center at seven o’clock
Dinner at half past seven
Jim Levendis Orchestra and Dancing to follow

$250 per person • Black Tie Attire

To learn more, please visit www.k94life.org,
contact Leslie Hudson at 610-869-4902 x225
or specialevents@k94life.org.
To request an invitation,
please call 610-869-4902 x225.
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CPL

in the community

This page, clockwise from top left:
Tonya, Sage and Anne Beiler
(founder of Auntie Anne’s Pretzels)
Gladys and Debbie with the
WCU mascot
Samba, Haley and Mikey at
West Pharmaceutical Services
Christine & Gretl model
at Talbot’s Fashion Show in
Downingtown, PA
Jeff Daniels meets Jolly at World
Cafe Live
Courtney & Zido’s first day back
at college
Kathy & Miss Cassie, Donna &
Charlee at UpHome in Malvern, PA

10

Ed & Alepo at the Central California
CFC Kick-off in Fresno, CA
Hunter & Argos enjoying time on
the beach in Florida
Opposite, clockwise from top left:
Sage in Harrisburg for the PA
SECA Kickoff
Sherie & Jelly, Gina & Muzzy
at Walter Reed National Military
Medical Center
Molly & Celeste at UMR Employee
Giving Fair in San Antonio, TX
Sage passing out brochures
at the Mushroom Festival in
Kennett Square, PA
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AUDITED FINANCIAL
2014 OVERVIEW

AUDITED FINANCIAL
2014 OVERVIEW

WITH COMPARATIVE TOTALS FOR 2013*

WITH COMPARATIVE TOTALS FOR 2013

Revenue

Expenses

2014
CONTRIBUTIONS
SPECIAL EVENTS
INVESTMENT INCOME
OTHER REVENUE
RENT

2,426,797
217,659
130,728
13,299
5,350

TOTAL REVENUE

2,793,833

Contributions by
Constituency

2013 – $1,479,589
FUNDRAISING
215,399

15%
Corporations/
Associations

CONTRIBUTIONS
SPECIAL EVENTS
INVESTMENT INCOME
OTHER REVENUE
RENT

1,178,401
246,114
85,319
13,549
1,500

TOTAL REVENUE

1,524,883

CAPITAL
158,175
FUNDRAISING
248,974

4%
15%

7%
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PROGRAM SERVICES
1,201,593

65%
Individuals

CPL is
25,407 views

5,601 likes

PROGRAM SERVICES
1,200,458

Lean
&
Green

In an effort towards improving cost-effectiveness
while providing the utmost in transparency, please
use the QR Code below to view the complete CPL
2013–2014 donor list on your smart phone or
mobile device. (Don’t have
a QR Code scan app? Go to
Kaywa.com and download
one for free.) Or visit our
website at www.k94life.org
to see the list directly.

www.k94life.org/annual report

7,000 homes
receive our bi-annual
newsletter

3,022 Mailchimp
email subscribers

4,000 monthly
visitors

1,748 followers

http://kaywa.me/Etw2M

?

Did you know
My Kaywa QR-Code

* Full 990 audit available at www.k94life.org or by donor request.

9%
14%

81%

ADMINISTRATION
122,081

70%

CPL’s Reach
TO DATE, OVER
600 SERVICE AND
HOME COMPANION
TEAMS PLACED
IN OVER 45 STATES.

2014 – $1,729,688

ADMINISTRATION
62,597

20%
Foundations

2013
12
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The cost to raise, train and sustain a CPL
service dog is now in excess of $30,000 per
dog. Yet CPL requests only a very small fraction
of that as a suggested donation from a program
participant. Being unable to contribute this
amount in no way prevents an individual
from being partnered with a CPL service dog.
The remainder of the cost of a service dog is
covered by CPL supporters and contributors.

Canine Partners for Life
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SERVICE DOG TEAMS

SERVICE DOG TEAMS

Service dogs bring freedom to their partners 24 hours per day - 365 days per year. A person partnered with a service dog has full public access
rights as granted by federal law (The Americans With Disabilities Act), which allows them to take their dog into all public facilities. CPL service
dogs are never separated from their human partners! The Canine Partners for Life service dog program spends two years preparing each dog for
its working life. Service dogs must be physically sound, temperamentally stable, happy working partners. Great care is taken to select only the
most appropriate dogs for this level of work.
* indicates a successor placement

CARLA AND UNCLE ED*

LORI AND ECHO*

NIKKI AND MAGIC*
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Carla returned to CPL for a successor dog when
her first service dog Bonz signaled that it was
time for him to retire. The process of partnering
with a successor dog is emotion-filled, but
Carla embraced the challenge and returned
to CPL to begin her new partnership. Carla was
paired with Uncle Ed, who was a favorite in the
kennel – his beautiful red color, massive size,
and gentle personality all made him the object
of much attention from volunteers and staff.
This wonderful woman who describes
herself as a “thriver” not a “survivor” of her
disability headed to settle into her new home
at the beach in Delaware. She’s looking forward
to the life of independence that the three of
them (she, Uncle Ed and Bonz) will now share.

Puppy Breeder and Donor: CPL
Stud Dog Donor: Diane Jones
Namer: Mrs. Christopher Moseley
Puppy Home: MCIW
Veterinary Sponsor: North Laurel
Animal Hospital
The fact that Lori was able to again arrive at
Canine Partners for Life for the third service
dog is nothing short of a miracle. Last year Lori
slipped into unconsciousness and the doctors
had little hope that she would live. Everyone
was preparing us for the worst when this strong
woman pulled through against all odds.
When Lori applied for a successor dog she
asked for a dog on the smallish side – one that
she could fit into tight places easily because the
wheelchair takes up so much space. Lori is a
wonderfully positive dog trainer and Echo quickly
learned that her mom would be quick to reward
her when she did well. Most remarkably, although
it wasn’t on Lori’s list of skills for her dog to
have, Echo is alerting Lori to her neurological
events which cause dizziness and disorientation.
They headed home to Lori’s job as an
administrative assistant, motorcycle rides
(yes, Echo has a sidecar, doggles, and a safety
harness) and a renewed excitement to live every
minute of life to the fullest – together!

JACKI AND WALLACE

LUKAH AND JASPER
Puppy Breeder and Donor: CPL
Namer: Guy Malick
Puppy Home: SCI Albion
Veterinary Sponsor: Albion Animal Center

Puppy Breeder and Donor: CPL
Namer: Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Hayward, III
Puppy Home: SCI Albion
Veterinary Sponsor: Albion Animal Center
Hosts for Hospitals Home: Joan Waddell

LINDA AND MICHAEL*

Puppy Breeder and Donor: Tina Barks
Namer: James Waitzman
Puppy Home: SCI Smithfield
Veterinary Sponsor: Metzger Animal
Hospital
Lukah is the youngest student in this class and
she also came the furthest having traveled from
Illinois to be partnered with Jasper. She and her
dad rolled into town in a van that her friends
had decorated with “Jasper Bound” – and paw
prints. From the very start, Lukah listened to
Jasper’s alerts. This has reduced the length
of her blood pressure drops and the frequency
of her seizures. The two of them have been
quick to jump into each new activity, with Lukah’s
huge smile indicating how happy she is when
the two of them are working together. Lukah
headed home to finish high school, continue her
volunteer work with Meals on Wheels, and then
to begin college for a teaching degree. We have
no doubt that she’s going to accomplish all
of these goals and so many more with Jasper
by her side!

Nikki returned to CPL for her third service
dog. Her first journal entry touched all of us as
she shared with the group, “I can promise my
new partner that I will work hard to make our
partnership work and I will give him the support,
the love and all he needs to be the best he can
be (and then some)!” They sailed through team
training in a happy, positive and motivated way
every day. Nikki was so open to sharing her
experiences, to counseling her classmates
and to embracing this partnership. Everyone
loved how this southern girl talked about her
‘dawg’ – and everyone learned from Nikki and
Magic as they worked together to do each
task – it’s the reason why Nikki repeatedly
has earned superior ratings on her certification
evaluations with her dogs over the years.
They headed home to playing their French
Horn in two bands, socializing with the knitting
community and friends, and to visits with
Nikki’s precious grand-daughter.

Puppy Breeder and Donor:
Bonnie Bilski
Namer: The Wheeler Family
Puppy Home: SCI Cambridge Springs
Veterinary Sponsor: Cochranton
Veterinary Hospital
Penn Hip Sponsor: Bradford Hills
Veterinary Hospital
Linda returned to CPL for her second service
dog Michael. When Roxy, her CPL partner of 11
years, began to slow down she initially thought
that she would just enjoy Roxy’s retirement.
But as that time approached, and the possibility
that she might have to start using a cane or a
wheelchair loomed larger – she changed her
mind and returned to CPL for a successor dog.
Linda was paired with a ‘Doodle’ (a Lab/Poodle
mix). Having had a shelter mix when she got
Roxy; she was used to working with dogs that
had a unique look about them. Linda embraced
Michael’s ‘doodleness.’ She bought a brush
to keep in her purse to keep him looking
beautiful and for Halloween dressed him in
a Yankee DOODLE Dandee costume. The two
bonded quickly and rarely do you see Linda
when her hands aren’t in his fur, telling him
how wonderful he is. They headed home to
a busy life of quilting guilds, church activities,
kids, grandkids, gardening, caring for Linda’s
mom – and of course making friends with
retired service dog Roxy.

Puppy Breeder and Donor: Tina Barks
Namer: Kimberton Area Lions Club
Puppy Home: SCI Albion
Veterinary Sponsor: Glenwood
Pet Hospital
Penn Hip Sponsor: Animal Care Hospital,
Dr. Charles Sung
Hosts for Hospitals Home:
Cindi Chamberlain and Buck Bullen
Jackie was described by one of CPL’s staff as
the most positive, enthusiastic, and gracious
student of all time. This is who Jackie is –
her essence. She told us that she was honored
to be accepted into our program and her journal
entries reflected her joy as she looked forward
to a future with Wallace. Having been isolated in
her home, afraid to cross her own street to get to
the mailbox – going to the grocery store, taking
the train, and visiting Longwood Gardens were
all exciting challenges to embrace and conquer.
Wallace loves his new home in New Hampshire
and Jackie’s most important goal, to be able
to continue living in the home that she loves
and not be forced to move into assisted living,
has been met (see page 6 for an update on
this team).
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SERVICE DOG TEAMS
HEATHER AND BANDITT
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COURTNEY AND ZIDO

Puppy Breeder and Donor: CPL
Namer: Mrs. J. Maxwell Moran
Puppy Home: Karen Kral and
John Sherman
Veterinary Sponsor: Centreville
Veterinary Hospital

Puppy Breeder and Donor: CPL
Namer: Jeffrey Hill
Puppy Home: Lois and Stephanie Cook
Veterinary Sponsor: Dr. Jane Latta
Team Training Host: Deanie Heller
Hosts for Hospitals Home: Lee Kallos

Heather came to us from a small beach town
in North Carolina where she rarely left home
alone. Pain and fatigue issues made traveling
out into the world a difficult process and so over
the years her world has grown smaller. Heather
came to us with hopes of opening her world
again and we matched her with Banditt to
make that happen.

Courtney is a busy gal with two jobs. In addition to
being a junior in college she’s a barista who also
interviews WWII veterans for the WWII veterans’
memorial. She’s also a youth group leader at her
church with big plans for the future. And yet, for
quite a while, she’s hidden from the world the
fact that she has a disability.

Heather learned that Banditt will alert her when
her body is overstimulated, and that sitting and
simply petting Banditt will reduce her anxiety
so that she won’t lose the rest of the day to
symptoms. They’ve tackled steps (something
she avoided at all costs) and they’ve walked
more than she ever thought possible. They
headed home to the beach to enjoy their
family and explore the new opportunities
that are now possible.

With a cardiac condition that causes her to
frequently lose consciousness, up to 45
minutes at a time. It was tough to live the
life that was calling her. Courtney decided to
apply for a cardiac alert dog. Zido began alerting
almost immediately and Courtney listened,
although a bit reluctantly at first. She honestly
had no idea that her blood pressure and heart
rate deviated from the normal range so frequently.
The important part is that Zido knows every
time, laying his entire body on top of her and
refusing to get off until her heart has stabilized.
It is always tough to get those alerts in public,
having to lay down for all to see and wonder,
but Courtney has realized how important this
is to take care of herself and to keep her safe.
This young lady is going to go far.

HOME COMPANION TEAMS
SARAH AND ROSEBUD

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Namer: Novo Nordisk, Inc.
Puppy Home: The Hatch Family
Veterinary Sponsor: Longwood
Veterinary Center
After dealing with a diagnosis of Epilepsy and the
resulting seizures, Sarah realized that there was
an organization in her backyard that could help!
When you are a college student, dealing with the
safety issues relating to seizures can put a real
crimp in your style. It’s hard to explain to the rest
of the world how a person who looks so healthy
and beautiful can live their life in constant fear
that the next seizure will happen today. This
stress can even increase the likelihood of a
seizure occurring. It can be a vicious cycle. Enter
Rosebud, who began alerting right away. At first,
it was tough to listen because sometimes that
meant staying put in a safe position and missing
the fun stuff. Over time everyone became used
to seeing Rosebud with her entire upper body
draped across Sarah’s lap, signaling “don’t
move until I tell you it’s ok.” Slowly they became
a team, with Rosebud learning to respect her
new mom and Sarah learning to make things
fun. They headed back home to college hoping
they will be able to live in the dorms with more
independence and safety.

Home companion dogs are placed with individuals who CPL feels would beneﬁt from a well trained companion to bring comfort, encouragement,
and joy — but who would have difficulty raising and training a dog on their own. Although not usually providing physical assistance, the job of
a home companion dog is extremely special. By providing a kiss, an adoring look, a wag of the tail, they can make lonely moments seem full,
painful moments seem bearable, and uncertain times seem hopeful. They take their jobs seriously, knowing that they make a difference in the
lives of their human partners that cannot be measured.
* indicates a successor placement

LUCILLE AND NICOLE

CAMERON AND WESLEY

Puppy Breeder and Donor:
Bonnie Bilski
Namer: Merial, Dr. Mary Bryant
Puppy Home: SCI Albion
Puppy Home: Bernadette Oliver
Veterinary Sponsor: Colebrook Manor
Animal Hospital

Puppy Breeder and Donor:
Bonnie Bilski
Namer: Kathy Echternach
Puppy Home: SCI Cambridge Springs
Veterinary Sponsor: Conneaut Lake
Veterinary Hospital
Penn Hip Sponsor: Bradford Hills
Veterinary Hospital

When Lucille submitted her application for a
home companion dog, the very first sentence
in her essay read, “It’s hard to write about the
joy one gets when being in the company of
dogs.” That sentence spoke volumes about the
compassionate, loving nature of Lucille. During
her interview, Lucille described her ideal dog as
one that is happy and fun to be around. She was
looking for companionship and she needed a
dog that was already trained and easy to walk.
She also needed a dog that would get along with
children and other dogs since Lucille treasures
time with her grandchildren and her grand-dog.
Enter Nicole – a happy dog that loves being with
people and who also enjoys playing with other
dogs. Lucille liked the fact that Nicole would
follow her around the house and she welcomed
Nicole’s need to be petted. Lucille’s entire family
has come to love Nicole.

Cameron is a very handsome, active young man.
Fortunately for mom and dad, Cameron gladly
focuses his energy on many household chores.
He helps mom with everything from the laundry
to vacuuming and he is also quite the handyman,
helping dad with projects around the house
including painting, mowing the lawn, and raking
leaves. Cameron is always seeking out the
dogs in the neighborhood, so a companion dog
seemed like a great idea. As Cameron also has
seizures, a dog that could alert to those seizures
would, as mom said, “allow the rest of the family
to breathe again.” Cameron was introduced to
Wesley, a fuzzy, adorable Labradoodle. Wesley
can keep up with Cameron ’s energy level and
they enjoy going for walks together. Cameron
enjoys the responsibility of caring for Wesley and
when Cameron gives Wesley direction, Cameron
can be heard saying, “That’s what fathers do.”
Wesley sleeps at the foot of Cameron’s bed
every night and has quickly become Cameron’s
best and most loyal friend.

JEFFREY AND SCOUTIE*

Puppy Breeder and Donor:
Joe and Loretta Ferringer
Namer: Doris J. Bernstein
and Neil Gillman
Puppy Home: MCIW
Jeffrey applied to CPL for a successor dog
after his first home companion dog Mitzi passed
away. Jeffrey described his successor dog as
one that would be playful and energetic but one
that could also settle for an afternoon nap. He
also wanted a dog that liked to ride in the car,
so he could take the dog on trips to visit with
family. Scoutie was selected for Jeffrey since
she possesses all of the traits that Jeffrey
described and she has a lovable nature that
just can’t be denied. When Jeffrey comes home
from work it’s not long before he is laughing
again when they go outside to play ball together.
Jeffrey says that Scoutie is the best thing that
has happened to him in a long time and that
she has filled a void in his life.
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HOME COMPANION TEAMS
MAKENA AND CARPENTER

Puppy Breeder and Donor: CPL
Stud Dog Donor: Margaret Brady-Ulmer
Namer: Parkinson’s Educational Program of Delaware
Puppy Home: SCI Smithfield
Veterinary Sponsor: Metzger Animal Hospital
At the time of Makena’s interview, she told us that she wanted: a dog that she could train and teach tricks,
a dog that she could personally care for. Makena has an interest in becoming a veterinarian when she
gets older, so to have a dog just seemed to make sense. She also needed a special, close friend, one that
would help reduce her anxiety and curb her activity level. So along came Carpenter, a dog with a mellow
personality who could appreciate Makena’s energy without becoming overwhelmed. Carpenter settled
quickly into the home and is happy simply following Makena around. The family has described Carpenter
as a “gentle giant” and a “treasure” although the family’s cats, Jinx and Willow, are still not quite so sure
what to think of him. Being the lovable dog that he is, it shouldn’t take long for the cats to accept him as
a permanent member of the family.

VETERINARY PUPPY SPONSORS
Dr. Suzanne Michel
and Banditt

Aardvark Animal Hospital
Albion Animal Center, Inc.
Animal Care Hospital - Lewisburg
Animal Hospital of Waterford
Atglen Veterinary Hospital
Centreville Veterinary Hospital
Chadds Ford Animal Hospital
Cochranton Veterinary Hospital

Tell us about your travels!

Colebrook Manor Animal Hospital
Conneaut Lake Veterinary Hospital
Crawford County Humane Society
Veterinary Hospital
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We’re pleased to announce
the debut of the new CPL
Online Community and we
need YOU to make it great.
We invite you to share
and enjoy by visiting
k94life.org today!
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Crest View Animal Clinic
Fort Washington Veterinary Hospital

North Laurel Animal Hospital

French Creek Veterinary Hospital

Radnor Veterinary Hospital

Greener Pastures Veterinary
Service, Inc.

State College Veterinary Hospital

Dr. Jane Latta
Linesville Veterinary Service
Longwood Veterinary Center
Loyalsock Animal Hospital, Inc.
Malvern Veterinary Hospital
Metzger Animal Hospital
Nonantum Veterinary Clinic

Dr. Charles Sung
Talleyville Veterinary Hospital
Twinbrook Veterinary Hospital
VCA Bridgeport Animal Hospital
Waynesburg Animal Hospital
Windcrest Animal Hospital
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DOGS IN KENNEL
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Dog

Donor

Banjo
Bertie
Cherry
Danny
Dyson
Falcon
Frolic
Galio
Giles
Hector
Homer
Jayke
Jim
Junius
Kody
Mona
Orion
Payton
Ranger
Ringo
Shandy
Sidneé
Topper
Woodie
Zeva

CPL
CPL
CPL
Diane Jones
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
Diane Jones
CPL
CPL
Diane Jones
CPL
Laura & Gary Altizer
CPL
CPL
Jon Reynolds
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
Sarah Binkley
CPL
Sarah Binkley
CPL

Namer

Puppy Home

The Hayes Family
Gray Charitable Trust
Hal Real & Anne Sheppard
Ben & Betsy LeRoy
Jan Moore
West Fallowfield Christian School
George Weymouth
Mr. C. Porter Shutt, Jr.
Cindy & Jeff Frederick
Laura J. Niles Foundation
Odd Fellows of PA Home for Orphans
Dr. & Mrs. Jonathan P. Vitriol
Ann Wick
Mrs. J. Simpson Dean, Jr.
The Fleming Foundation
Harriet I. Smith
Johanna Hill
Drinda Edge
Barbara & Jack Heller
Eric & April Hansen
Tim & Karen Hall
SCI - Muncy
Marion Prochazka Charitable Remainder Trust
Fallen Angels Foundation
Ms. Barbara Phelan & Dr. Carol Reed

DOGS IN BREEDING PROGRAM

SCI - Cambridge Springs
SCI - Cambridge Springs
Hal Real & Anne Sheppard
JCI
SCI - Smithfield
JCI
Corrina & Amanda Joyce
The Moore Family
JCI
JCI
SCI - Smithfield
SCI - Cambridge Springs
The Matzo Family
SCI - Cambridge Springs
SCI - Smithfield
MCIW
SCI - Albion
Hannah Dependahl & Sal Megaro
SCI - Albion
Travis Mills
MCIW
SCI - Muncy
Ann Devine
Gwen & Emilie Potter
Leah & Dominic Corrigan

Dog

Donor

Namer

Breeder Home

Carnie
Debbie
Fredda
Journey
Lindsay
Mimi
Reeser
Susan

CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL

Mr. & Mrs. Gerret van S. Copeland
Russell W. Coe
The Ortega Family
Pam Pacana
Marion Prochazka Charitable Remainder Trust
Mrs. Ellen Ann Eckman
CPL Staff for Pat Reeser
Independence Foundation

Lee & Mary Fertig
Cindi Chamberlain & Buck Bullen
The MacGregor Family
Janet Cooper
Cindi Chamberlain & Buck Bullen
Linda & Michael Dzuba
Jan Wilkinson
The Cramer Family

DOGS IN HOME COMPANION TRAINING HOMES
Dog

Donor

Namer

Puppy Home

Beth
Carrie
Clara
Cret
Gracie
Marcum
Mollie
Patience
Tamu

CPL
CPL
CPL
Laura and Gary Altizer
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL

Mr. & Mrs. Nathan Hayward, III
Susquehannah Service Dogs
Daryn & John Drengler
Robert Sullivan
The Aquadro Family
Cindi Chamberlain & Buck Bullen
CPL for C. Minor Barringer
Dr. & Mrs. Charles Koenig
Avon Grove Lions Club

Dan & Denise Martzell
SCI - Muncy/Reyes Family & Jacob Yoder
Letty Moore/ MCIW
Diane Behler and Sandy Anastasi
MCIW
JCI
Pennie Garvin
SCI - Muncy
SCI - Smithfield

DOGS IN DEMONSTRATION TRAINING
Dog

Donor

Namer

Puppy Home

Demo Home

Neville
Sage

Tina Barks
CPL

L.J. (Tess) Tessier
Wendy Krancer Twing

The Moore Family
MCIW

Carol & Ken Stark
Lee & Mary Fertig

PUPPY HOMES
Puppy

Donor

Namer

Puppy Home

Alice
Amber
Amee
Aspen
Astro
Axle
Bailee
Banks
Boots
Charlee
Cleo
Cole
Davy
Dawson
Diesel
Dublin
Fia
Fidget
Frodo
Fuji
Gemma
Gladys
Goldie
Goodie
Gwen
Hancock
Harley
Hughie
Jerry
Jiffy
Jolly
Kadince
Kathleen
Kiwi
Luke
Maisey
Marlie
Moose
Murray
Nathan
Norm
Preston
Prize
Quincy
Ritz
Roger
Roscoe
Saki
Samba
Sargent
Stephie
Suka
Tanner
Tycho
Vessa
Wendell
Zelda
Zin

CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
Donna Alkhatib
CPL
CPL
Diane Jones
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
Bonnie Bilski
CPL
CPL
Jim Ballou
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
Diane Jones
Donna Alkhatib
CPL
CPL
CPL
Bonnie Bilski
CPL
CPL
Jim Ballou
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
Glenda Brown
CPL
Diane Jones
Donna Alkhatib
abc - Assistance Dogs International
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
Diane Jones
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL

Kathryn Melendy & Family
Bill & Carol Morling
Mr. & Mrs. Nathan Hayward, III
Barbara and Clifford Towson
A Friend of CPL
Heather Albaugh
Irene & Doug Waitzman
Jim Waitzman
Don M. Norton
CPL Staff
Christiana Lions Club
John C. Kish Foundation
Maggie Farley
Carol Coleman
Uticom Systems, Inc.
Susan & Eric Tweer
Carol Phillips
Bette & Jeff Pope
Robert, Wendie & Tim Lazansky
Mark & Sally Carnes
Ed & Carolyn Galle
Betty Lorey
Pastor & Mrs. Gerald Faust
Dick Moore
Marty Van Allen
Jack Freemann
The Robert H. & Anita Q. Lawe Foundation
Lou & Carol Mayer
Bonnie Bilski
Mr. & Mrs. Carter Lee
The Romano Family
Kevin Melendy & Family
Russell W. Coe
Saegertown High School Key Club
Mitch & Annie Huber
Michelle Yearick, DDS & Staff
Donna Sayah
John & Patti Rugh
Ben & Carol Osbun
Lori Loveland & Kevin Connors
Arlene Ressler
Eagle-Glenmoore Lions Club
Mr. & Mrs. William Jones
Brian & Diane Jones
Cathy Burkert
Ted & Robin Ashford
Linda & Tom Altier
Michael & Nancy Evans
Harrison Fritz
Erica Sorrentino-Sutton & Rob Sutton
John B. Rosenberg
Deborah Holt Weil
Prestige Color
Sarah Zimmerman
Christiana Rotary Club
Betty Styer
June & Dick Robbins
Robert & Melissa Veghte

SCI - Muncy
SCI - Greene
SCI - Greene
Cheryl Jackson
SCI - Cambridge Springs
SCI - Cambridge Springs
The Hatch Family / SCI - Muncy
SCI - Albion
SCI - Albion
Donna Sargent
Pennie Garvin \ MCIW
JCI
SCI - Cambridge Springs
not determined at time of printing
Tommy Alexopoulus
MCIJ
MCIW
SCI - Albion
JCI
SCI - Albion
MCIJ
Cindi Chamberlain & Buck Bullen
SCI - Greene
Reyes Family & Jacob Yoder
MCIJ
Donna Klingelhofer \ SCI - Smithfield
SCI - Albion
JCI
SCI - Albion
SCI - Muncy
Hal Real & Anne Sheppard
Linda & Michael Dzuba
MCIW
MCIW
JCI
SCI - Muncy
SCI - Muncy
The Moore Family
Srs. Betty Kane & Elise Betz
JCI
SCI - Smithfield
SCI - Smithfield
MCIJ
SCI - Cambridge Springs
SCI - Cambridge Springs
Emily Fritz
Carole & Michael DeBiasa
Bernadette Oliver
John Sherman & Karen Kral
SCI - Smithfield
MCIJ
SCI - Greene
JCI
Leah & Dominic Corrigan
Andrée Jannette \ Donna Klingelhofer
The Kelly Family
The Wheatcraft Family
SCI - Greene
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PUPPY HOMES

IN OUR THOUGHTS
Baraboo Retired Service Dog to Rick Bishop

Montana Service Dog to Bill Murphy

Bert Retired Seizure Alert Dog to Brent Dowhower

Tinker Retired Service Dog to Lori Buffington

Flame Retired Service Dog to Mary Gnall

Tony Home Companion to Filbert Grim

Gyro Service Dog to Clare MacGregor

Zora Service Dog to Denny Holloway

Missy Home Companion to Bobby McClusky

Jim Gier Recipient of Service Dog “Tonto”

CPL WISH LIST
22

• G
 lad tall kitchen trash bags
with handle ties
• 24” tall Exercise pens
• Soft Elizabethan collars – large
• C
 itronella remote control or
anti-bark collar
• Simple Green cleaner
• G
 allons of dog ear cleaner
(not oil-based)
• Dog toothpaste
• Gentle Leaders and Haltis (size 1-3)
• C
 omfort Zone DAP plug-in
refills for the kennel
• Portable 48” exercise pens
• Color laser printers
• Any size of Vari-Kennels
• Postage stamps
• B
 lack Kong toys, Jolly Balls,
and Teaser Ball toys for dogs
in the kennel

• Small training treats (Charlie Bears,
PupPeronis, Bitz, etc) — we can
only use treats smaller than the size
of a dime — the need for these is
critical right now

• C
 anned dog food (of CPL
trainer approved brands)

• Interactive tug toys for the dogs
in training like Tug ‘N’ Treat or
other food stuff-able tug toys

• Target sticks (see cleanrun.com)

• Galileo Doggie Bones
• Gift certificates to Pet-Edge
or other dog supply catalogs
• Paper shredder for Business Office
• Gift certificates to Staples
• Printer cartridges (call for
specific models)

• Natural Balance Rolls
• Metal slow feed dog bowls

CPL’S OPEN HOUSE AND 25th BIRTHDAY PARTY
Sunday, October 5 – A record-breaking turn out of 862 people!
CPL friends and supporters enjoyed a beautiful
day with canine demonstrations, community
vendors and most importantly, Cow Bingo. Look
for 2015 tickets to go on sale in late spring!

WE’D LIKE TO THANK:
OUR SPONSORS
Conshohocken – Plymouth –
Whitemarsh Rotary Club
Concord Pet Foods and Supplies
Veterinary Specialty Center
of Delaware

IN-KIND DONORS
J&J Snack Foods Corp
Londonderry Greenhouses
McGovern Waste Disposal
Mildred Seeds of Top-O-Hill Farm
Pepsi Bottling Group
Turkey Hill Dairy
Woodside Farm Creamery
23

THE CPL ZEN DEN –

What’s it all about?

V

• F it Paws, Wobble Board,
Donut or Balance Discs
• R
 uffwear Grip-Trex Dog Boots
in size 2.5 and 2.75

olunteers and visitors will notice a
new area in the CPL Kennel – the
CPL Zen Den – intended to provide

the utmost in peace and relaxation for our

• K uranda aluminum dog beds
in size large

canine partners. As part of their second year
in the kennel, it’s important for the dogs to

• K 9 Fitvest with level one weights
in size ML or L

have a wide variety of enrichment experiences
integrated into their schedule. A typical day might
involve: formal training time, a trip out to the

• E-Z-Up Pop-Up Canopies

mall for socialization, a warm bath, playtime in

• Four wheeled carts (with or
without sides) to move special
event items

the play yard with buddies, and some volunteer

• Long indoor/outdoor
extension cords
• Purina Forti-Flora

interaction in the cuddle room. Whew!
Program Director, Megan Esherick, believed that some additional quiet time would be beneficial and hence the Zen Den was
born. The Den features soft lighting, classical music and pheromones (scent transferred hormones) to promote that feeling of spa
contentment. For dietary reasons, juice and cookies aren’t provided in conjunction with naptime, but we wouldn’t rule out a
volunteer provided bedtime story.
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Follow us on
Facebook and
Twitter

To learn more,
visit k94life.org,
email specialevents@k94life.org,
or call 610-869-4902 x225.

Saturday, May 30th
3 pm to 7 pm
The Lenfest Center at ChesLen Preserve
1199 Cannery Road
Coatesville, PA 19320

$50 Individual Tickets • $25 Volunteer Tickets
$15 (Ages 12 and under)
A celebration of wag-worthy treats by John Serock Catering,
lawn games, local libations from Sly Fox Brewing Company
and Victory Brewing Company, and paws galore – all in one
of the area’s largest nature preserves.

